The min-cut function of weighted hypergraphs and the von Neumann entropy of pure quantum states are both symmetric submodular functions. In this note, we explain this coincidence by proving that the min-cut function of any weighted hypergraph can be approximated (up to an overall rescaling) by the entropies of quantum states known as stabilizer states. This implies that the min-cuts of hypergraphs are constrained by quantum entropy inequalities, and it shows that the recently defined hypergraph cones are contained in the quantum stabilizer entropy cones, as has been conjectured in the recent literature. * University of Amsterdam, m.walter@uva.nl, supported by NWO Veni grant 680-47-459
Hypergraphs and quantum states
Given a hypergraph G = (V, E) and non-negative edge weights w : E → R + , the cut function δ : 2 V → R ≥0 is defined as c(S) = e∈δ(S) w(e), where δ(S) is the set of hyperedges that contain vertices both in S and V \S. Fixing a subset of terminals T ⊆ V , the min-cut function m : 2 T → R ≥0 is then given by m(A) = min S:S∩T =A c(S). It is well-known that hypergraph cut functions are symmetric and submodular. This property extends directly to min-cut functions.
We now turn to quantum states. Given a quantum state ρ on a finite-dimensional tensor product Hilbert space H = t∈T H t , the entropy function S : 2 T → R ≥0 assigns to each subset A ⊆ T the von Neumann entropy S(A) = − tr[ρ A log ρ A ] of the reduced state ρ A = tr T \A [ρ]. By a celebrated theorem of Lieb-Ruskai, the entropy function is submodular, and it is also symmetric if we restrict to pure states.
This coincidence begs the question if hypergraph min-cuts can always be realized by quantum entropies. Such a result has been proved for graphs [HNQ + 16, NW16], motivated by research on the holographic principle in theoretical high-energy physics [BNO + 15].
To state the question more precisely, define the hypergraph cone C H n ⊆ R 2 n ≥0 as the set of min-cut functions obtained from arbitrary weighted hypergraphs with terminals T = [n] [BCHCS20] . Similarly, define the quantum entropy cone C Q n ⊆ R 2 n ≥0 as the closure of the set of entropy functions obtained by varying over all pure quantum states on finite-dimensional tensor product Hilbert spaces as above [Pip03] . Both sets are convex cones. It is an well-known open problem in quantum information theory to determine the cones C Q n for n ≥ 4 [Pip03, LW05]. Due to its import, this problem has also been studied for the class of stabilizer states, which are a versatile family of quantum states that have many applications in quantum information theory [Got97, GNW17] . Thus, let C S n denote the closed convex cone generated by the set of entropy functions of pure stabilizer states (over any fixed prime). In general, C S n ⊆ C Q n is a proper subcone [LMRW13, GW13] . Our main result is as follows:
Theorem 1. For any n ∈ N, we have that C H n ⊆ C S n ⊆ C Q n .
Theorem 1 proves a conjecture made in [BCHCS20] , where the authors verified the inclusion for n ≤ 4. However, not even the inclusion C H n ⊆ C Q n was known before this work. To prove Theorem 1, we start by constructing for any weighted hypergraph a quantum state whose entropies realize the cut-function. We then apply a general construction for transforming entropies into minimized entropies, and show that it succeeds with high probability.
2 Tensor network states for hypergraph cuts , where H x,e = C D . The dimension D will later be taken to be large. Now let |Ω be the state given by
Here, |GHZ(e) = 1 √ D D i=1 |i ⊗|e| ∈ x∈e H x,e denotes an |e|-partite GHZ state of local dimension D. In general, one can also develop the following theory for other multipartite entangled states than the GHZ state, but for our purposes this construction will suffice.
The GHZ state has the property that it is a pure state whose reduced states have D nonzero eigenvalues which are all equal to 1/D. This implies that not only the von Neumann entropy of any subsystem S ⊆ V , but in fact any Rényi-α entropy can be calculated by
(2)
We have thus found a family of quantum states, parameterized by D, whose entropy function is exactly proportional to the cut function c : 2 V → R + of the given hypergraph.
Random tensor network states for hypergraphs min-cuts
We will now explain how to turn the state (1) into one that approximates the min-cut function c : 2 T → R + of the hypergraph G = (V, E) for any fixed choice of terminals T ⊆ V . We may assume that any connected component of G touches T (otherwise we can remove this component without impacting the min-cut function).
Our main tool is the following construction, which is implicit in [HNQ + 16] (cf. [HOW07, DH10] ). Define the (not necessarily normalized) pure state
obtained by projecting the tensor factors for each non-terminal vertex x ∈ T onto pure states |φ x (which we will below choose at random). We note that Ψ can be understood as a tensor network state of bond dimension D.
We now relate the entropies of Ψ to those of the state Ω. For this, recall that for any quantum state ρ,
where S 2 (ρ) = − log tr[ρ 2 ] the Rényi-2 entropy, S(ρ) = − tr[ρ log ρ] the von Neumann entropy, and S 0 (ρ) = log rk[ρ] the log-rank. If ρ is not normalized then we define S α (ρ) in terms of the normalization (this makes no difference for the log-rank). It is easy to see that for any state of the form (3) and any A ⊆ T ,
Indeed, any cut S for A gives us an upper bound on the rank of Ψ A in terms of the rank of Ω S , which can be calculated using (2) for α = 0.
In view of (4), we would like to complement this upper bound by a similar lower bound on the Réniy-2 entropy. For this, we choose each φ x independently at random from a projective 2-design. This means that the first two moments agree with the unitarily invariant probability measure on pure states, i.e., E[φ x ] = I Dx and E[φ ⊗2
x ] = I+F Dx(Dx+1) , where D x = dim H x and F denotes the swap operator on H ⊗2 x . For example, we may choose φ x to be a uniformly random stabilizer state [KR05, GAE07] , in which case Ψ is again a stabilizer state [HNQ + 16]. We now compute the expected trace and purity of any subsystem.
Lemma 2. Let the φ x be chosen independently at random from a 2-design. Then the state Ψ in (3) satisfies
for all A ⊆ T , where D b = x∈V \T D x and k A denotes the number of minimal cuts for A.
Proof. From the formula for the first moment of a 2-design,
(as is common we suppress tensor products with identity operators). For tr[Ψ 2 A ], we first use the swap trick,
Here, F A denotes the product of the swap operators on H ⊗2
x for x ∈ A. In the last step, we used the cyclicity of the trace and the fact that the swap operator F A 'commutes' with φ x | ⊗2 for x ∈ V \ T . We can then use the compute the average by using the formula for the second moment of a 2-design:
where the last step is again by the swap trick. The prefactor is D −2 b (1 + O(D −1 )), while the sum can be estimated using (2),
where we recall that k A denotes the number of minimal cuts for A. Together we obtain the desired bound.
For A = ∅, the min-cut is empty and nondegenerate by our assumption that any connected component of G touches T , so Lemma 2 states that E[tr[Ψ] 2 ] = D −2 b (1 + O(D −1 )). Thus, tr[Ψ] is concentrated around its mean, suggesting that, with high probability, Ψ = 0 and S 2 (Ψ A )/log(D) ≈ m(A) for large D. The following lemma which follows the proof strategy of [HNQ + 16] makes this intuition precise.
Lemma 3. Let Ψ be defined as in (3), with each φ x chosen independently at random from a 2-design. Then the following properties hold for large D:
(c) For any δ > 0, it holds that
The same statement holds for the the von Neumann entropy S(Ψ A ) instead of the Rényi entropy S 2 (Ψ A ).
Proof. As just noted, E[tr[Ψ] 2 ] = E[tr[Ψ]] 2 (1 + O(D −1 )), so Chebyshev's inequality shows that, for any ε > 0,
This establishes (a). Next we prove (b). Let E denote the event that |D b tr[Ψ] − 1| ≤ D −1/4 . By (6),
Since E implies that Ψ = 0, we have
We now bound
where we used Jensen's inequality to lower-bound the first term.
Using
by Lemma 2 and (7). Together with (8), (9), and S 2 (Ψ A ) ≤ log(D)m(A), which holds by (4) and (5), we find
To prove (c), we note that log(D)m(A)−S 2 (Ψ A ) is a nonnegative random variable. Thus, for any fixed A ⊂ T ,
where we first used the Markov inequality and then part (b). By taking the union bound over all the finitely many subsets A ⊆ T and using part (a), we obtain P Ψ = 0 and m(A) − S 2 (Ψ A ) log(D) ≤ δ for all A ⊆ T = 1 − O 1 δ log(D) .
In view of S 2 (Ψ A ) ≤ S(Ψ A ) ≤ log(D)m(A), this proves part (c).
Lemma 3 readily implies our main result.
Proof of Theorem 1. We only need to show that C H n ⊆ C S n . Since C S n is a closed cone, it suffices to show that for any δ > 0 and any hypergraph with integral edge weights, terminal set T = [n], and min-cut function m, there exists a number c > 0 and a stabilizer state Ψ on an n-partite Hilbert space such that
for all A ⊆ T . This follows from Lemma 3 if we use the set of stabilizer states as the 2-design and choose D to be sufficiently large. Indeed, if each φ x is a stabilizer state then so is Ψ.
